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	A revealing look at the history and production of spices, with modern, no-nonsense advice on using them at home—salt, saffron, vanilla, ginger, turmeric, and much more.

	

	Every home cook has thoughts on the right and wrong ways to use spices. These beliefs are passed down in family recipes and pronounced by television chefs, but where do such ideas come from? Many are little better than superstition, and most serve only to reinforce a cook’s sense of superiority or cover for their insecurities. It doesn’t have to be this way.

	

	These notes On Spice come from three generations of a family in the spice trade, and dozens upon dozens of their collected spice guides and stories. Inside, you’ll learn where spices come from: historically, geographically, botanically, and in the modern market. You’ll see snapshots of life in a spice shop, how the flavors and stories can infuse not just meals but life and relationships. And you’ll get straightforward advice delivered with wry wit.

	

	Discover why:

		
			Salt grinders are useless
	
			Saffron is worth its weight in gold (as long as it’s pure)
	
			That jar of cinnamon almost certainly isn’t
	
			Vanilla is far more risqué than you think


	With chapters on seeds (fennel, aniseed, caraway, mustard, cumin, and more) and herbs (basic, cilantro, dill, marjoram, rosemary, safe, and more),you will learn to stop worrying and love your spice rack.
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Windows Vista: Beyond the ManualApress, 2007
Windows Vista: Beyond the Manual is a comprehensive guide to installing, configuring, exploiting, and using the richest Microsoft client operating system on the market. It guides you through the complexities of configuring and running a successful Windows Vista client computer. It also takes an in-depth look at the wealth of features and...
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FrameMaker 6: Beyond the BasicsNew Riders Publishing, 2001
FrameMaker's complex functionality can cause problems for even  the most advanced user. A simple fix to one problem might throw off multiple  functions in your document, which costs you time and money and deters  innovation. The key to your success with FrameMaker is to understand the program  holistically. Targeted at the...
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The Fundamentals : Building Visual Studio Applications on a Visual FoxPro 6.0 FoundationHentzenwerke Publishing, 1999
The long-awaited sequel to Whil's "Programming VFP 3.0," this volume covers the basics of developing a wide range of applications quickly, covers all of the new commands, functions, features and tools of Visual FoxPro 6.0, and describes, step-by-step, how to build a traditional LAN application with VFP as the foundation. Finishes up with...
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Observer's Guide to Star Clusters (The Patrick Moore Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2013

	This book helps readers find objects in the night sky with small-, medium-, and large-aperture telescopes. It provides comprehensive coverage for identifying and locating star clusters in all relevant constellations in the northern and southern hemispheres.
...
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Jakarta Pitfalls: Time-Saving Solutions for Struts, Ant, JUnit, and CactusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Escape from common coding pitfalls with this detailed book of proven Jakarta missteps and solutions
The dangers of Jakarta pitfalls are everywhere and countless developers have already been trapped. These mistakes have delayed schedules, allowed major bugs to get into the users’ hands, or led to numerous rewrites in maintenance. Luckily,...
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Web Communities: Analysis and ConstructionSpringer, 2005
The rapid development of Web technology has made the World Wide Web an important and popular application platform for disseminating and searching information as well as conducting business. However, due to the lack of uniform schema for Web documents, the low precision of most search engines and the information explosion on the World Wide Web, the...
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